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Background
In online education,  the academic climate of a course is greatly influenced by the 
presence, availability and supportive nature of the instructor, generating a positive 
online learning experience for students (Cox-Davenport, 2014).

An opportunity to examine teaching presence from a practical 
pedagogical perspective, provides insight into how an instructor can 
consistently influence the intellectual curiosity and cognitive 
development of students (Garrison & Akyol, 2013; Shea, Vickers, & 
Hayes, 2010) )

Over-Arching Research Question: In a structured online environment, how do 

instructors establish teaching presence and inspire intellectual curiosity within the 

courses they teach?



Methodology

APPROACH

• Qualitative research to explore 
phenomenon in education (Friesen, 
2009)

• Case study to apply interpretive lens 
(Willis, 2008)

• Collective case study for replication 
within a bounded system (Creswell, 
2013)

• Cross-case conclusions to highlight 
commonalities and strengthen findings 
(Yin, 2014)

DATA ANALYSIS

• Interpretative Phenomenological 
Analysis (IPA) (Smith et al., 2009)

• IPA protocol provides systematic 
approach which is immersive:

1. Reading and re-reading transcripts.

2. Initial noting (descriptive 
interpretation, linguistic usage, and 
conceptual questions).

3. Developing emergent themes.

4. Searching for connections across 
emergent themes.

5. Moving to the next case.

6. Looking for patterns across cases.



Context of Study: Structured Learning Environments

Structured Environment –
Standardized Delivery

• Increasingly used by for-profit 
institutions:

• To promote brand or pedagogical 
uniformity

• Maintains cost effectiveness in 
development

• Effective for accelerated term 
schedules (8 week cycles)

• Important to study:

• Common context that eliminates 
variability in investigation

• Pedagogical choices made within 
constrained environments

• Lack of research in this context

• Provides common context across all cases
• Standardized delivery format:

• Eight-week terms
• Four two-week modules
• Two graded discussion forums per module
• Two mid-week one-hour chat sessions per 

module
• One two-hour synchronous session per 

module

RESEARCH SETTING

PARTICIPANTS

• Rated highly on:
• Contribution to Learning
• Facilitation of Learning Activities

• Two pilot case participants
• Six collective case participants

• Three female / three male



Results: Contextual Framework for Establishing Presence
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Temporal perspective provides insight on 
the practices used to establish teaching 
presence, and indicates practices used to 
maintain it



Results: Practices Associated with Setting Intellectual Climate

Establishing Academic Climate Inspiring Intellectual Curiosity
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Key Findings

Nature of Teaching Presence: 

• Teaching presence was defined or perceived in terms of responsiveness to 
students’ needs and expectations. 

• Reflects the close relationship between teaching presence and social 
presence while teaching presence is being established. 

• Responding to needs and expectations of students establishes an 
environment of trust which precipitates the formation of a community of 
learning where teaching presence is experienced.

• Pedagogical approaches must have both cognitive and social dimensions in 
order to establish an active teaching presence.



Questions?


